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 Jewelry Factory "Giuvaier» Chisinau  Address: Sarmizegetusa, 16, Chisinau, Rcpublica
Moldova, MD-2032 tel.: (+373 22) 55-02-53, 55-91-12 fax: (+373 22) 55-81-64 Cornelius
Scutelnicu Born on January 21st, 1948, in Dinauti village, Tchernovtsy district, Ukraine
Mechanical engineer, economist, had graduated from Volgograd Polytechnic Institute. From
1998 - the director of the jewelry plant «Giuvaier». Rewarded with the order «Glotria Muncii».
Honored with title «Businessman of the Year» (1999-2004). The state Enterprise «Giuvaier» is
the largest producer of jewelry and the main representative of this ancient art in Moldova.
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It was created in 1972 and since that time it participates directly in the development of jeweler's
art at the territory of the republic. Its activity promotes the creation of an image of prosperous
man and moral comfort of amateurs of the beauty, who prefer the «Giuvaier» jewelry. There are
many subdivisions at the plant, which are equipped with modern equipment. Workshop on
production of gold and silver chains is a representative one and operates autonomously for
many years. Besides chains, the enterprise produces both serially and to orders ear-rings,
rings, pendents, necklaces etc. About 200 experienced professionals work at the plant. They
engrave and frame gems and semi-precious stones to be inserted in original and diverse
articles. For these years, the enterprise's employees have released more than 2.500 of such
adornments with individual approach to every article. In order to become a true jeweler, many
years are required. That is why, young specialists have an opportunity to learn from more
experienced workers. It can be asserted, that a school of young jewelers is created at the plant,
many of whom open following mastering the profession open their own workshops, thus
expanding the network of bijouterie manufacturers in Moldova.Adornments correspond to
fashion requirements and new trends, cause admiration of consumers and are intended for the
wide range buyers with different tastes and financial possibilities, who appreciate elegance and
quality of the plant's jewelry. Plant's articles are sold not only at the domestic market, but also
abroad - wholesale and retail - in major commercial centers of Germany, Byelorussia, Israel,
Romania, Kazakhstan, Latvia, etc., where they are appreciated for refinement and originality. 
«Giuvaier» articles are marked With premiums, diplomas and medals of the prestige
international exhibitions in Romania (1995, 1996), Russia (1995), France (1995), as well as of
the annual international exhibition «Ювелир» in Moscow.In 2000, the enterprise had won the
premium «Arch of Europe», thus the quality of the enterprise's products was recognized at the
European level. In 2003, the plant's articles were marked with the prize «Mercuriul de aur».
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